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About The New Music Conflagration, Inc.

The New Music Conflagration, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) tax exempt non-profit corporation founded in the State of Florida. The New Music
Conflagration, Inc. seeks to further public awareness and perception of contemporary concert music through a variety of activities
including: The Florida International Toy Piano Festival, Music Education Workshops, a Chamber Music Series, Outreach Concerts,
Online Publications as well as Physical and Digital Compilation Albums. Through our promotion of new music we also seek to
further develop our community culturally by making Instrumental Petting Zoos, Scholarships, and other interactive activities
available to the public. Through partnerships with a variety of organizations including ensemblenewSRQ and Timucua Arts
Foundation, The NMC is able to expand the reach and scope of their work and contribution to the community-at-large.
About The Florida International Toy Piano Festival
The Florida International Toy Piano Festival is an extension of The New Music Conflagration, Inc.’s mission. Support for the 2018
Florida International Toy Piano Festival has been provided through partnership with the Saint Petersburg Library System and the
City of Saint Petersburg, Florida. This project is sponsored in part by the Department of State, Division of Cultural Affairs, the
Florida Council of Arts and Culture and the State of Florida”(Section 286.25, FloridaStatutes). The 2018 Florida International Toy
Piano Festival Artist Residency Program has been made possible through the support of the St. Petersburg Arts Alliance, Creative
Pinellas, Boyd Hill Nature Preserve, and the City of Saint Petersburg.

Special Thanks To:
Carrie Jadus of Soft Water Studios
John Collins from the St. Petersburg Arts Alliance
Barbara Sinclair from Creative Pinellas
Danny Olda from Creative Pinellas
Christopher Hubbard from Creative Pinellas
Susan Dickson from the St. Petersburg Library System
Angela Falsey from the St. Petersburg Library System
Schoenhut Piano Company
First Image of Tampa Bay, Inc.
Violin Shop Tampa
Charlotte Suarez Photography
Eric Allaire
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FESTIVAL PERSONNEL
Executive Director of The New Music Conflagration, Inc.
Florida International Toy Piano Festival Director

Celebrated for her “terrifying dynamic range,” cleanliness of
sound, as well as unique sensitivity and ability to sculpt her
performance for the acoustics of a space, Elizabeth A. Baker
is a dramatic performer with an honest, near psychic
connection to music, which resounds with audiences of all
ages and musical backgrounds. As a creator, her
understanding of sonic space from organic intuition and
studies in music production, pair with a unique eclectic
voice, making for a spatial and auditory experience of
music. Eschewing the collection of traditional titles that
describe single elements of her body of work, Elizabeth
refers to herself as a “New Renaissance Artist” that
embraces a constant stream of change and rebirth in
practice, which expands into a variety of media, chiefly an
exploration of how sonic and spatial worlds can be manipulated to personify a variety of philosophies and principles both
tangible as well as intangible.
An active performer highly sought after for her unique concert presentation methods, which break the fourth wall and draw the
audience further into the music by asking them to listen beyond the surface through interactive dialogue, reminding them that
there is no such thing as an incorrect interpretation of a work. Elizabeth firmly believes that every person will encounter music in
a unique manner because each person comes from a different set of cultural norms, life experiences, and even the way they
physically hear can be a factor to consider when seeking to relate with a work. Her solo concert tours have featured engagements
at Lamar University (Beaumont, TX), Flying Monkey Arts Collective (Huntsville, AL), Eyedrum (Atlanta, GA), Southern Methodist
University (Dallas, TX), Georgia Museum of Art (Athens, GA), and the Good Shepherd Chapel (Seattle, WA). As a mixed media
movement performer her collaborative work has been presented at The Joslyn Museum of Art (Omaha, NE) as well as at St.
Petersburg Opera (Saint Petersburg, FL).
Emmy-award winning composer Larry Groupé has referred to her works as “Perfect.” and compared one of her early works to
Debussy’s Engulfed Cathedral. Elizabeth’s works have been featured by Composers Circle, FIVE by FIVE, TEDxYouthTampaBay,
Tampa Mini Makers Faire, Orlando Mini Makers Faire, Composers Concordance (NYC), as well as Electronic Music Midwest Festival
(2014, 2016) and the 19th International Festival of Women Composers. Her compositions have been performed across the globe
and closely studied in academic institutions throughout the United States including USC-Thornton and the University of Georgia –
Athens.
In 2015 she received an Individual Artist Award from the St. Petersburg Arts Alliance and the City of Saint Petersburg, Florida to
create and present an original sound installation In Our Own Words: A Sonic Memory Quilt, which told the stories of various
African-Americans in a fresh avant-garde manner, framed by evolving drones and a four-hour live performance by Elizabeth.
Additional honors include, a 2017 Professional Artist Fellowship from Creative Pinellas; a guest artist spot in the inaugural coincidence residency in Somerville, MA with master resident Michael Pisaro, who described her compositions as a marriage
Schoenberg, Cage, and Satie; as well as a 2017 Individual Artist Award from the St. Petersburg Arts Alliance.
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In addition to her work on the concert stage and on the page writing for other performing artists, Elizabeth has extensive training
in recording arts, live sound reinforcement, and consistently received praise as well as high marks for the artistic sensibility and
technical excellence of her mixes at St. Petersburg College, where she studied closely under mastering engineer Dave Greenberg.
Today, friends and colleagues across the globe, frequently look to her as a consultant on projects for her skills as both a recording
and mix engineer.
Combining her love of electronics and keyboard instruments, Elizabeth embarked on a mission in 2015 to promote works for toy
piano and electronics, using a setup that combines handmade microphones and hydrophones. Her original works have been
hailed by the Orlando Weekly as “a sterling testimonial to her artistry that proves she’s not just an expert in the toy piano field but
a pioneer.” In Fall 2015, Schoenhut Piano Company added Elizabeth A. Baker to their official artist roster.
In Summer 2016, Elizabeth embarked on creating the score for a film project headed by dancer-choreographer Helen Hansen
French, which explored the experience of being an artist-mother. The Motherhood Project workshop, presented in relation to the
film featured a live dance performance with Elizabeth accompanying Helen’s choreography with toy piano, electronics, and Indian
harmonium, a keyboard instrument that rarely appears on the Western musical concert stage. With the support of her mover
colleagues and friends, Elizabeth began incorporating movement in her own performances, adding new depth to her
interdisciplinary practice. In 2017 Source Audio LLC, officially endorsed Elizabeth for her innovative work creating musical
compositions through physical choreography using their Hot Hands USB Wireless MIDI Controller technology.
Elizabeth is author of Toyager: A Toy Piano Method, the first comprehensive instructional book for toy piano, featuring principles
of technique, practice strategies, music notation, as well as improvisational tactics. Additional books include a multimedia
collection of writings and photographs called Musings of a Young Composer and Compositions for the Contemporary Student
Pianist, an anthology of solo piano pieces
Elizabeth is Founder and Executive Director of The New Music Conflagration, Inc., a 501(c)(3) nonprofit and 509(a)(2) public
charity founded in the State of Florida to promote the work of contemporary composers and musicians. She is also, Founder and
Director of the Florida International Toy Piano Festival. elizabethabaker.com

Co-Artistic Director of The New Music Conflagration, Inc.

Cellist Mikel Thomas, praised for “crystal clear” interpretations, currently resides in Tampa,
Florida. Experienced in many different fields of music, he is frequently featured as a
chamber musician, orchestral soloist, and in solo recitals.
A Texas native, Mr. Thomas attended the Boston Conservatory and the University of South
Florida.
Featured in many different genres of music, Mikel Thomas is comfortable with the
repertoire of the Baroque to Avant-Garde 20th century music. As an orchestral musician,
Mr. Thomas has appeared as Principal Cellist of the Boston Conservatory Chamber
Orchestra, the Plainview Symphony, and The University of South Florida Symphony
Orchestra. In addition to chamber music work through-out Central Florida, Mr. Thomas
frequently performs with the Sarasota Orchestra, Sarasota Opera, and Sarasota Ballet
Company.
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An avid chamber musician, Mr. Thomas is formerly the cellist for the Presidents Trio of USF and can be heard frequently
performing around the Tampa Bay Area. He has given chamber music concerts in Vermont, Massachusetts, New York, Texas,
Florida, Arkansas, and on Classical WSMR 103.9 in Tampa. He has attended many chamber music festivals including the Green
Mountain Chamber Music Festival and Music From Salem. He has also attended the Baroque Performance Institute at Oberlin
Conservatory, Apple Hill Chamber Music Festival, Hot Springs Music Festival, and the Rutenberg Chamber Music Festival.
Mr. Thomas has performed in master classes for Alban Gerhart, Tom Landschoot, Noreen Polera, Gregory Hesselink, Judith
Gordon, and others.
Passionate about passing the love of classical music to younger generations, Mr. Thomas is fluent in Suzuki and many other types
of training. He was the featured guest teacher of the West Texas String Association from 2008-2011, and currently runs a cello
studio in Tampa.
Mr. Thomas is forever grateful to his primary teachers Alexander Ezerman, Rhonda Rider, Helga Winold, and Scott Kluksdahl.

Florida International Toy Piano Festival Special Assistant

Erich Barganier is a composer and multi-instrumentalist hailing from St. Petersburg,
Florida. He writes chamber, orchestral, film, solo instrumental and experimental
electronic music that explores microtonality, extended techniques, melodic interplay,
generative processes, and algorithmic phrasing. His compositions have been performed
live or as installations across the world in cities as diverse as New York City, London,
Minsk, Sydney, and Kuala Lumpur and have been recorded on Nebularosa Records and
Janus Music and Sound.
Erich studied composition and theory under Mark Dancigers while attending New
College of Florida. Upon graduating, he was awarded a Fulbright Scholarship and taught
at Belarus State University of Culture and Arts in Minsk while collecting regional folk
songs and performing music across Eastern Europe. During this time, Erich helped
organize various classical ensembles and led workshops aimed at teaching jazz theory
and improvisation techniques. This experience shaped him as an educator, inspiring a
TEDx talk centered on the creation of electronic music and influenced his teaching style
when he leads private and group lessons focusing on instrumental performance and
music theory.
Upon returning to the United States, his music was featured at SPECTRA 2016 (Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia), commissioned by New York City’s NOW Ensemble and was featured
at the 2017 International Florida Toy Piano Festival. He created a sound installation in
St. Petersburg, FL through an arts grant provided by the St. Petersburg Arts Alliance and
began a collaboration with New Renaissance artist Elizabeth Baker to form the BakerBarganier Duo, a chamber ensemble that melds poetry, dance, music, experimental
theater and more together in each work.
He continues to collaborate with musicians and artists internationally as both a composer and musician and currently studies
under Tae Hong Park at New York University.
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FESTIVAL SCHEDULE
Tuesday, January 2, 2018
4:00pm
Artist Resident Orientation

Boyd Hill Nature Preserve

Wednesday, January 3, 2018
2:30pm
Artist Resident Outreach

James Weldon Johnson Library

Thursday, January 4, 2018
12:00pm
Long Table Lunch with Artist Residents
5:00pm
Toy Pianos in the Wild

St. Petersburg Main Branch Library
Pinellas Pioneer Settlement

Friday, January 5, 2018
7:00pm
Toy Piano & Bottles

Hawthorne Bottle Shoppe

Saturday, January 6, 2018
2:00pm
Toy Piano Wild Pathways
8:30pm
Toy Pianos After Dark

Pinellas Pioneer Settlement
Cage Brewing

Sunday, January 7, 2018
9:00am
E Pluribus Unum
2:30pm
Keys & Pages

Soft Water Studios
St. Petersburg Main Branch Library

Monday, January 8, 2018
8:30am
Pinellas County Schools Education Outreach

FESTIVAL VENUES
Pinellas Pioneer Settlement
3120 31st Street South, Saint Petersburg, FL 33712
Soft Water Studios
515 22nd Street South, Saint Petersburg, FL 33712
St. Petersburg Main Branch Library
3745 9th Avenue North, Saint Petersburg, FL 33713
Hawthorne Bottle Shoppe
2927 Central Avenue, Saint Petersburg, FL 33713
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2018 ARTISTS-IN-RESIDENCE
Melissa Grey & David Morneau
Established in January 2016, l’Artiste ordinaire is a
collaborative partnership between composer- performers
Melissa Grey & David Morneau. They have three expansive
projects: MOTHER, a love letter to the ocean, a hand-made
card from her grateful children; Photon Ecstasy, a growing
catalog of compositions that engages music, sound,
science fiction, and interactive light to address the hubris of
certainty; and Soft Series, a concert series dedicated to
presenting soft premieres. These projects allow l’Ao to
collaborate and connect with musicians, artists, engineers,
scientists, and designers. For MOTHER, they have been
selected as the 2018 Toy Piano Pioneer Resident Artists at
the Boyd Hill Nature Preserve. The premiere of Photon Ecstasy was commissioned by the University of Pennsylvania’s Kislak Center in
conjunction with the exhibition of Dan Rose’s artist books, Plaisirs Arbitraires | Arbitrary Pleasures. New York Arts wrote that with repeated
listenings “there’s more to be moved and impressed by, to learn from [Photon Ecstasy].” Their first collaboration, Gadget Berry Dimple: A
Glossary of False Translation (benjolin, Merlin, spoken word), was performed for Hans Tammen’s 100th Anniversary of Dada at Spectrum
NYC and has been published by Circumference journal, which supports poetry in translation. artisteordinaire.org

Cindy Giron
Cindy Giron is a composer, performer, and educator based in
Boston and The Netherlands. Intrigued by silences, textures,
journeys, contrasts, and conversations, her music explores all
instrumentations from solo, chamber, orchestral, electronic
compositions, all the way to merging different art forms,
sometimes creating installations. As a 2014 First Music winner,
Giron was commissioned by the New York Youth Symphony for
Nelumbo, an orchestral piece with a premiere at Carnegie Hall and
the United Palace Theater in New York City. Other collaborations
include having not forgotten, a solo percussion piece
commissioned by Gavin Ryan with a premiere in Provo, Utah and
Gothenburg, Sweden. This year, Giron collaborated with the
contemporary Dutch ensemble Kluster5 for the creation of her new chamber ensemble piece oNo, and also received a commission from St.
Petersburg, Florida’s RogueDance Collective for her piece hu-nature, an electronic track accompanying excerpts, a newly choreographed
work. Past travels and collaborations include participation as a composition fellow at Bang on a Can Summer Music Festival at MASS MoCA
(2014), Darmstadt International Summer Course for New Music in Germany (summer 2014 and 2016), and the Impuls International
Ensemble and Composers Academy in Graz, Austria (2015). At Impuls, Giron created her first installation Friluftsliv, in collaboration with
cinematographer Toshiki Yashiro. This past year, Giron also participated as a composer and performer at Co-Incidence, an experimental
music residency in Somerville, MA during January 2017. At Co-Incidence, Giron premiered her mono-drama i-4-1-2 for electronics, video,
lights, voice and metal objects. It was during this time that she also created a new installation Blanket for performers, fabric and movement.
Recent performances include participation at the 2017 Wave Field Synthesis Festival in Den Haag, Netherlands, the Third Life Studio in
Somerville, MA. Giron holds a Bachelors of Music from Manhattan School of Music, a Masters in Music Theory and Composition from NYU
Steinhardt, and is currently studying her second Masters Degree in Music Composition with Practice-Based Research and a minor in
Contemporary Piano Performance at The Royal Conservatory of Music in The Hague, Netherlands. cindygiron.com
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Daniel Fawcett & Li Tao
Tatat Ensemble is an ensemble dedicated to the performance of new
music by living composers. Founded in 2017 by Li Tao and Daniel
Fawcett, they have sought to combine their interests in theater, poetry,
electronic media and visual art to create unique concert experiences
for their audiences. They actively try and create large concert length
works often implementing lesser-known, self-created musical
instruments. Additionally, they seek to encourage artists of all fields to
help them build an active repertoire for rarities such the as toy piano,
theremin, music boxes and more. Currently, they have an ongoing
project currently taking place through various social medias entitled
#picturethis where they are asking both musicians and non-musicians
alike to submit graphic scores for them to interpret. They hope this will
bring forth more active participation and greater interest in new
music. tatatensemble.com

Jonathan Hannau & Kelley Sheehan
Plucky Plunkers has ambiguous beginnings and ambiguous endings.
Touting the banner as Chicago’s best and only toy piano duo they seek to
engage audiences in riveting concerts that have been described as, “Pretty
cool I guess”, and “Yea it was fun to listen to”. They collaborate regularly
with composers in and around the city and seek to push the toy piano
medium to some arbitrarily high level through eclectic programming and
death defying stunts. Jonathan is a proud Schoenhut artist who plays with
not one but two upright toy pianos each with it’s own unique sound. His
comrade Kelley is a proud BC toy piano artist who plays on a two and a
half octave baby grand. Unfortunately because of their own pride and
hubris it has created a heavy rivalry in the group due to their concepts of
what model is better. It should be noted that both were paid heavily by
each company to say that theirs is better. They are currently in the process
of planning their second show “The meme show”. pluckyplunkers.com
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2018 GUEST ARTISTS
Nadia Shpachenko & The Cal Poly Pomona Piano Ensemble

Multiple GRAMMY® nominated pianist Nadia Shpachenko enjoys bringing into the world things that are outside the box –
powerful pieces that often possess unusual sonic qualities or instrumentation. Described by critics as a “truly inspiring and
brilliant pianist… spellbinding in sensitivity and mastery of technique,” she performs on piano, toy piano, harpsichord, and
percussion in concerts that often also feature recitation, electronics and multimedia. Nadia’s concert highlights include recitals at
Concertgebouw, Carnegie Hall, Bargemusic, the Phillips Collection, and Disney Hall, as well as numerous appearances as soloist
with orchestras in Europe and the Americas.
An enthusiastic promoter of contemporary music, Nadia has given
world and national premieres of more than 60 works by Elliott Carter,
George Crumb, Daniel Felsenfeld, Tom Flaherty, Annie Gosfield, Vera
Ivanova, Leon Kirchner, Amy Beth Kirsten, Hannah Lash, James
Matheson, Missy Mazzoli, Harold Meltzer, Adam Schoenberg, Lewis
Spratlan, Gernot Wolfgang, Iannis Xenakis, Peter Yates, Jack Van
Zandt, and others. Most recently Nadia performed contemporary solo
and chamber compositions on Los Angeles Philharmonic’s Green
Umbrella and Chamber Music Series, the Piano Spheres Series,
Salastina Music Society, and Hear Now Music Festival.
Described as “an exceptional recording of newly composed piano works,” Nadia’s Reference Recordings CD “Woman at the New
Piano: American Music of 2013” was nominated for 58th GRAMMY® Awards in 3 categories: Best Classical Compendium, Best
Chamber Music/Small Ensemble Performance by Nadia Shpachenko and Genevieve Feiwen Lee for Tom Flaherty’s “Airdancing”
for Toy Piano, Piano and Electronics, and Producer of the Year, Classical for Marina A. Ledin and Victor Ledin. Nadia’s upcoming
2018 Reference Recordings release “Quotations and Homages” will feature solo and collaborative works for 6 pianists (performed
with Ray-Kallay Duo, HOCKET and Genevieve Feiwen Lee) inspired by a variety of earlier composers and pieces. Nadia’s upcoming
2019 Reference Recordings album “The Poetry of Places” will feature new solo and collaborative works (performed with LA Phil
pianist Joanne Pearce Martin and LAPQ percussionists Nick Terry and Cory Hills) inspired by diverse buildings.
Nadia Shpachenko is Professor of Music at Cal Poly Pomona University, where she leads the Piano Performance program and was
awarded the 2017 Provost’s Award for Excellence in Scholarly and Creative Activities. She is also on the faculty of Claremont
Graduate University, where she teaches Doctoral piano students. Nadia completed her DMA and MM degrees at the University of
Southern California, where she was awarded the title of Outstanding Graduate. Her principal teachers included John Perry, Victor
Rosenbaum, and Victor Derevianko. Nadia Shpachenko is a Steinway Artist and a Schoenhut Toy Piano Artist.
The Cal Poly Pomona Piano Ensemble is directed by multiple GRAMMY®-nominated pianist Nadia Shpachenko, who often
performs with the group. The Piano Ensemble performs repertoire for piano 4-hands, duo-piano and for 3-8 keyboard players on
multiple instruments, which include pianos, toy pianos, and harpsichords. In addition to performing repertoire from the classical
canon, the group’s mission is to program and promote newly-written piano ensemble repertoire and to collaborate with
contemporary composers. Most recently The Cal Poly Pomona Piano Ensemble worked with composers Tom Flaherty, Thomas
Kotcheff, James Matheson, Samara Rice, and Jack Van Zandt, whose pieces they will tour during the 2017/2018 concert season.
CPP Piano Ensemble performers at the Florida International Toy Piano Festival
Dr. Nadia Shpachenko, Melinda Hovsepian, Michael Jung, Sophia Lin, Michael Tran, Long Yu
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Figmentum

Figmentum is new performing ensemble and collaboration
between Daria Binkowski, Kyle Rowan, and Ania Sundstrom
based in San Diego, CA. We are a flutist, clarinetist, and pianist,
but more than that, we are composers, writers, builders. A
Figmentum event may be at a coffee house in North Park, a
museum Downtown, or even a bookstore by the beach in Del
Mar. Toy pianos – pink, red, and black – may find their way onto
our stage. Newly-constructed instruments might make their
debut. Our performances seek to engage with the community,
to be an integral part of San Diego’s culture.
Currently in our inaugural season, our projects include:
commissioning and performing new works for toy piano, in
ensemble and in combination with our core instruments; commissioning and performing new works by women, both as part of
our standard repertoire and on a dedicated concert program in Spring 2018; and commissioning and performing new works for
our newly constructed replica of Harry Partch’s Harmonic Canon II.

ADDITIONAL PERFORMERS
Preston Beebe

Preston Beebe is a composer and percussionist who uses
technology at the forefront of his work. His artistic approach
involves audio feature extraction, organic processes, microscopic
and invisible elements and how they interact in space and time.
Spanning chamber, live-electronic, acousmatic, art installation,
improvisation, and site-specific performances, his work has been
performed in France, Spain, England, Greece, Canada, and the
USA.
Preston is the recipient of the 2012-2014 CIRMMT Award to
develop a digital percussion instrument using audio feature
extraction and to compose a series of works for it. From
2014-2015, he attended CURSUS 1 at IRCAM, and composed a work for baritone saxophone & electronics, performed in the
Centre G. Pompidou in Paris. In April of 2011, Preston released an album of his acousmatic music entitled, Glisten.
Preston holds a masters in music composition from McGill University; bachelors in music composition, electronic music, and
percussion performance from the University of South Florida. He has studied composition with Philippe Leroux, Hector Parra,
Chihchun Chi-sun Lee; percussion with Robert McCormick; lessons and workshops with Brian Ferneyhough, Chaya Czernowin,
Yan Maresz, Trevor Wishart, Augusta Read Thomas, and Dai Fujikura.
As a percussionist, Preston can be heard performing with the McCormick Percussion Group on the albums, Music For Keyboard
Percussions and Concerti For Strings With Percussion Orchestra, distributed through Naxos. In September 2012, with his
percussion duo, 4eyes, he released the album entitled mountain. prestonbeebe.com
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Baker-Barganier Duo

The Baker-Barganier Duo formed in September 2016 when multi-instrumentalist Erich Barganier joined forces with New
Renaissance artist Elizabeth A. Baker to create a duo that combines spectral sonic landscapes, motion and visual art. Fusing toy
piano, mandolin, experimental electronics, kinetic motion and more together, the ensemble explores original sonic landscapes
and blurs the boundaries of experimental, classical and progressive music to create a unique experience.
“I’m still having waterbug problems is an unnerving and discombobulating movement paced by muted beats and replete with the
crying of a bowed instrument that makes us feel like we’re trapped in that cold, dark, eerie place Eleven always goes to in Stranger
Things.” – Ray Roa, Creative Loafing
“Elizabeth Baker… is a modern pioneer of the toy piano. In fellow experimentalist Erich Barganier, she has a multi-instrumental
partner that expands the palette considerably while maintaining the same spirit of adventure. Their work… [is a series of] studies
in tension, accord and modernity. ” – Bao Le-Huu, Orlando Weekly
baker-barganier.com
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2018 FEATURED COMPOSER
James Bohn

James Bohn is a composer and music technology specialist. His music has
been performed internationally as well as throughout the United States. He
has had his music presented at the Bonk Festival, CYNETart, the Electronic
Rainbow Coalition, the extensible Toy Piano Festival, the Florida ElectroAcoustic Music Festival, the La Crosse New Music Festival, the MAXIS festival
of Sound and Experimental Music, MEDiA CIRCU[it]S, Most Significant Bytes,
The New York City Electoacoustic Music Festival, The Not Still Art Festival, the
University of Alabama New Music Festival, and the University of Central
Missouri New Music Festival. His music appears on several recording labels:
Capstone, The Experimental Music Studios, Frog Peak, and The Media Cafe.
James has received commissions from the Bonk Festival, the University of
Illinois School of Music, The College of Visual and Performing Arts at the
University of Massachusetts Dartmouth, The Music Institute at Rhode Island
College Choir, Part of the Oath Dance Ensemble, The Rhode Island College
Choir, The Rhode Island College Wind Ensemble, and the Boston and
Chicago Chapter of the American Composer's Forum.
Many kind people have performed the music of James Bohn, including: The
Arcadian Winds, Paul Cienniwa, Michael DeQuattro, Emergo Orchestra
Productions, Ensemble Decadanse, Corey Jane, Holt, Mary Ellen Kregler,
Margaret Lancaster, Murray State University Symphonic Wind Ensemble, the New Bedford Choral Society, The New York
Miniaturist Ensemble, New York System, POW!!, The Rhode Island College Brass Ensemble, The Rhode Island College Choir, The
Rhode Island College Opera Workshop, The Rhode Island College Symphony Orchestra, The Rhode Island College Wind
Ensemble, Judith Lynn Stillman, Thump, the University of Illinois Symphonic Orchestra, the University of Illinois Trombone
Ensemble, Maksim Velichkin, and Verdant Vibes. Studies have shown that performing music by James Bohn causes performers to
be viewed as 17% more sexually attractive to both men and women. Performing music by James Bohn is also an effective form of
weight loss. In addition, people who perform music by James Bohn develop whiter teeth and thicker, fuller hair. Science is never
wrong.
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS & NOTES
Please note that to promote further engagement with the audience, artists will
introduce their works from the performance space. Audience members are
invited to engage in conversation with all the artists during pauses in programs
by raising a hand to ask a public question or in private one-on-one conversations
following concerts. The following program notes, descriptions, and other
commentary are presented as supplementary material.
l'Artiste ordinaire
Melissa Grey & David Morneau

l’Ao will be unveiling a new performance piece, Biophonic Beats, as part of their
residency at the Boyd Hill Nature Preserve for the 2018 Florida International Toy Piano
Festival. Biophonic Beats is a simulacrum of the interlocking sonic umwelten created by
different species vocalizing non-human animals. In any given environment, the sounds
created by an individual species will shift and adapt to changes in the soundscape. The
shifting, adaptive texture of Biophonic Beats is derived from the manufactured human
rituals of communal dance; re-imagining anthropophony as biophony.

Cindy Giron

In terms of my personal residencey goals as a performer and
composer, I intend to really become familiarized with the colors
of the toy piano. As a pianist and composer, I have experience
playing keyboard instruments but very limited experience with
the toy piano. For this reason, my biggest goal during the
residency is to familiarize myself as best as possible with the Toy
Piano's inner workings, harmonic possibilities, and ensemble
capabilities and potential. As a resident artist, I am looking
forward to interacting with the community by giving a
presentation of my work. I plan to share pieces and talk about the
inspiration, process, and effort that is executed in bringing a piece
to life. I am also interested in leading a workshop that will include the community in a hands-on activity. For this hands-on
activity, something with improvising, writing down quick reflections and sharing them with a partner and then sharing our
findings as a group.
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TATAT Ensemble
Daniel Fawcett & Li Tao

As part of our ensemble’s artistic goals, we have for the past several months been trying to create a large evening-length work
based off of a single concept. The most interesting concept to us, especially as an eclectic instrument-based ensemble, was
“inspiration”. Not just random inspiration, but focused inspiration based off of our interest in the toy piano and the music box. We
immediately thought of “who” and “what” inspired our interest in these instruments before we became a group. We found that
many common names and pieces stood out. Margaret Tan, Bernd Wiesemann, Phyllis Chen, John Cage and the Suite for Toy
Piano. From this, we realized that a way to pay homage and derive inspiration from these artists was to create a concert-length
program that essentially was an extended suite. “Inspired by…” is our current multimedia project which utilizes many of our
interests and skills while remaining a focused event for a concert. This project, in addition to using our own composed material,
includes new works by several diverse artists. In addition to these works are some of the pieces that we have received for our
“Picture This!” Project. As a last element to our performance, we are also implementing our self-built, motorized music boxes, a
sound sampling toy piano and fixed electronic media. Besides at visual element and being used on specific pieces, these fill
sections between pieces and allow the concert to run continuously as each pieces drifts to another. As a whole, this project seeks
to explore various sources of inspiration and how they can co-exist within a single work.
“Inspired by…” (2017) - Daniel Fawcett & Li Tao
The various parts of “Inspired by…” were composed using materials
provided by both composers. Seeking to create an extended work
stemming from a single concept, we both found that as an eclectic
instrument-based ensemble, it was “inspiration” that brought us to
pursue performing on and writing for these instruments. Thinking of
the various pieces and artists that brought us to understand and identify
with these sounds, it seemed fitting to create a project that sought to
explore the varying degrees of inspiration. In these three parts there are
phrases, musical quotations and cheap imitations of the works from the
artists who have and continue to inspire us.
A Little Folk Tune (2017) - Li Tao
“A little Folk Tune” is an original composition taken from my interest in
Chinese folk music. Starting with a simple idea, further permutations of
it emerge slowly over the course of the piece.
This ol’ World’s Gonna Pass Away (2016) - M. Petty
“This ol’ World’s Gonna Pass Away" was made in December of 2016 as a holiday card for the passing of that difficult year. The
opening song by the reverend and artist Howard Finster is then decorated to honor the tradition of his outstanding visionary art
environment “Paradise Gardens” in Summerville, Georgia. The video (vimeo.com/197337903) is an ongoing time-lapse of silver
dining ware left outdoors to weather in the woods of Brandon, Vermont.
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2probabilitytree (2016) - M. Kubarra
This piece, “2probabilitytree” is part of a series of pieces written for various instrumental groups. They are based around the
concept of a varying number of probability branches that vary in duration. The score itself is basically a probability tree made up
of a random-selection of actions. These instructions flash on a screen like cards indicating the duration in seconds and what action
to interpret. The large amount of creative opportunity these pieces offer to the performers allow for several interesting
possibilities.
Mental Illumination (2017) - Harjit Kaur
This drawing was done during a low point in my life. My intent
wasn’t mainly to release emotions as one might assume, but to
escape to a different plane. Sometimes very intense situations do
not necessitate understandable emotions. Sometimes during the
situation, it isn’t healthy to immediately release emotions for the
sanity – just to look forward, keep on moving ahead. Drawing
and music together was just an alternate reality.
Four Moods (2017) - Yang Zhang
These four drawings were inspired by John Cage’s piece, “Aria”.
While looking at previously composed scores, I found an image
of the piece of the piece and was struck by how simple and yet
effective it was at expressing gestures. I took a similar approach
with my score and created four images that the performer would
need to study and plan in detail prior to performing the piece.
Pencil Sketches (2017) - Noah Jenkins
“Pencil Drawings” is based on a series of timed drawings I made thinking of them originally as just visual art, but it later
interested me to try and have them interpreted. To make these, I started with the longest duration of 105 seconds and tried to fill
in a 1-inch square as completely and as neatly as I could in the allotted time. I slowly became more experienced, but also more
rushed as I went along. The boxes can be “sonified” by creating a gesture for each square that lasts for the same amount of time
that I took to create it. Another guiding principle for these pieces is to follow the shape of the lines in each box.
Bon Odori (2015 rev.2017) - Dan Russie
The Bon Odori is a dance that people do in Japan during the Obon Festival, a festival that welcomes back the spirits of their dead
ancestors. This piece depicts the awakening of the spirits, fearful at first, but ultimately at peace as they see their descendants
again.
Archaic Resonance III (2017) - Daniel Fawcett
An electroacoustic piece that features sampling toy piano.
Archaic Resonance III was created based on the suggestion for a sound installation utilizing a modified toy piano to play sounds
based on it environment. After locating a broken and discarded toy piano, it was cleaned up and original bell mechanism was
replaced with simple electronic sampling pads with small speakers. The piano then can take small samples of sounds from its
environment and play them back live. While creating the instrument, the birds that surrounded the studio inspired the creation
of a mini sonic ecosystem in which the instrument may contribute to and mimic with the addition of stones, leaves and melodica
samples.
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Plucky Plunkers
Jonathan Hannau & Kelley Sheehan

Plucky Plunkers seeks to engage their audience with quirky, eclectic,
and colorful programming. Collaborating with artists all along the
board of musical style and aesthetic, they bring a taste of Chicago not
often heard. We decided this approach of chaotic, eclectic
programming was the ideal way to give many composers from Chicago
the opportunity to work with a fairly difficult and not often explored
medium, as well as to see how each of these individuals deals with
such parameters. The result can lead to a beautiful and vibrant world of
colors and personalities, which to us portrays what the city of Chicago is
all about.
The composers with whom we decided to collaborate with are Anthony
Barrese, Stephen Boi, Noah Jenkins, Cassandra Kaczor, and Craig Davis
Pinson. Since Plucky Plunkers are also active composers in Chicago,
Kelley Sheehan and Jonathan Hannau will contribute a piece each to
this program, and finish with an improvisation as this group’s origins
are deeply rooted in improvisation work. We gave each of these
composers in this proposal full reign to explore the medium as they see fit, with complete access to electronics. The ensemble is
comfortable with body movement, vocalizations, and improvisation on a variety of levels which we know will lead to more open
doors for these composers as they write. Each piece will be about 5-7 minutes in order to effectively show a taste of their music
and personality.
Thus why we came up with the program title of “Chicago Down Under”; a rag tag group of performers and composers currently
involved and thriving in Chicago’s music scene, each pursuing a unique and creative voice. This concert program will show what is
possible with an instrumentation of limited timbre but endlessly creative solutions.

Nadia Shpachenko & The Cal Poly Pomona Piano Ensemble

Airdancing (2013) - Tom Flaherty
As I worked on this piece, images of falling, floating, and flying often came across my computer monitor. Stunning videos of Felix
Baumgartner’s recent jump from space, the second stage of a rocket falling from edge of space into the ocean, and people
jumping off cliffs in wing suits were in the back of my mind as I began the piece. The fascinating and unprecedented video of a
giant squid swimming in its natural habitat was released as the piece progressed. All these images seem to have woven
themselves into the texture of the piece; many of the musical gestures fall or float. On the other hand, the pitches, rhythms and
sounds of the music itself often turn to frenzied dance. All the electronic sounds are fairly straightforward manipulations of toy
piano samples. Most of the pitches in the piece come from the first chord in the piano part. "Airdancing" is dedicated to Nadia
Shpachenko and Genevieve Feiwen Lee. Their artistry is the real inspiration for the piece. –Tom Flaherty
Tom Flaherty (Claremont, CA), informed by his experience as a cellist, creates music that is is often motivated by colliding
rhythms, meters, and tempos, amid widely ranging levels of dissonance. Tom Flaherty has received grants, prizes, awards, and
residencies from the National Endowment for the Arts, National Endowment for the Humanities, American Music Center, Meet the
Composer, and Yaddo. His music is recorded on the Reference Recordings, Albany, Klavier, Bridge, SEAMUS, Capstone, and
Advance labels. Tom Flaherty wrote Airdancing and Part Suite-a for Nadia Shpachenko’s album “Woman at the New Piano,” which
was nominated for 58th GRAMMY® Awards in 3 categories, including the Best Chamber Music/Small Ensemble Performance by
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Nadia Shpachenko and Genevieve Feiwen Lee for his Airdancing for Toy Piano, Piano and Electronics. Published by American
Composers Editions and G. Schirmer, Inc., his music has been performed widely throughout Europe and North America by such
new music ensembles and performers as Volti, Earplay, Dinosaur Annex, Speculum Musicae, Odyssey Chamber Players, Xtet,
Ensemble GREEN, Eclipse Quartet, and by such performers as Lucy Shelton, David Starobin, Peter Yates, Matthew Elgart, Maggie
Parkins, Roger Lebow, Sarah Thornblade, Rachel Huang, Genevieve Feiwen Lee, Nadia Shpachenko, Susan Svrček, Charlotte Zelka,
Vicki Ray, Aron Kallay, and Karl and Margaret Kohn. Tom Flaherty currently holds the John P. and Magdalena R. Dexter
Professorship in Music and is Director of the Electronic Studio at Pomona College.
h.o.p.e. (2016) - Amy Beth Kirsten
The American Visionary Art Museum (Baltimore) is a sacred place for me. Even though it’s a fantastically beautiful building, it’s not
the architecture that draws me to the place, it’s the artwork inside, the stories of the lives of the untrained – often mentally ill –
artists, and the memories that I’ve made there. My new work, "h.o.p.e.," is inspired by The Big Hope Show, a current exhibition
that “champions the radiant and transformative power of hope. Over twenty-five
visionary artists, among them many ‘super survivors’ of enormous personal
traumas, exhibit soulful creations reflecting their personal transcendence, and,
often, a heightened or newfound creativity and sense of humor.” (quoted from
the AVAM website). This work was commissioned by Nadia Shpachenko and is
dedicated to her. –Amy Beth Kirsten "h.o.p.e." will be released in 2019 on
Nadia Shpachenko’s Reference Recordings album “The Poetry of Places,”
performed by Nadia Shpachenko
Amy Beth Kirsten (New Haven, CT), embodies contemporary musical
theatre. Her work combines popular idioms with fierce expressionism and often
requires musicians to play, vocalize, act, and move simultaneously. A composer,
librettist, and vocalist, Kirsten premieres her newest evening-length piece,
QUIXOTE this season at Peak Performances in Montclair, NJ. In 2014 the multiGrammy-winning eighth blackbird toured with Colombine’s Paradise Theatre,
which required them to play, vocalize, and move as they portrayed the
characters of the commedia dell’arte. The Washington Post described it as a
“tour de force… complex and multilayered, rich in allusions, and often
extraordinarily beautiful” with “a beguiling element of the grotesque
throughout.” Tommasini at the New York Times found it “dark, wild and engrossing” with a “wondrously eclectic score, which
combines spiky modernism, breezy pop, hints of Indian music, percussion wildness and more.” Kirsten recently made her
Carnegie Hall debut with strange pilgrims, a concert work for chorus, orchestra, and film. She has been recognized with artist
fellowships from the John S. Guggenheim Foundation and the Rockefeller Foundation. Kirsten is presently on the composition
faculty at Peabody Institute of the Johns Hopkins University. She also teaches privately and at the HighSCORE summer festival in
Pavia, Italy.
qsqsqsqsqqqqqqqqq (2009) - Tristan Perich
“qsqsqsqsqqqqqqqqq,” named after an except of commands I type when configuring my drawing machine, is for a tightly
synchronized canon of toy piano and electronic parts. Machines epitomize process, yet always is there a sensitive membrane
between the electronic and the physical, the abstract and the real. It is to either side of this divide that we can skirt, loitering in
the conceptual, dallying in the concrete. They call “muscle memory” what our bodies do without our minds intervening, fingers
glittering above a keyboard. Machines can only dream of mistakes. There, where perfection turns imperfect and the imperfect
gains perfection, is where our logic ends and the other begins. –Tristan Perich
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Tristan Perich‘s (New York) work is inspired by the aesthetic simplicity of math, physics and code. The WIRE Magazine
describes his compositions as "an austere meeting of electronic and organic." 1-Bit Music, his 2004 release, was the first album
ever released as a microchip, programmed to synthesize his electronic composition live. His latest circuit album, 1-Bit Symphony
(Cantaloupe, 2010) has received critical acclaim, called "sublime" (New York Press), and the Wall Street Journal said "its
oscillations have an intense, hypnotic force and a surprising emotional depth." His works for soloist, ensemble and orchestra
have been performed internationally by ensembles including Bang on a Can, Calder Quartet, Eighth Blackbird at venues from the
Whitney Museum and Mass MoCA to Sonar and Ars Electronica. He has received commissions from Bang on a Can, Meehan/
Perkins Duo, Dither Quartet, Yarn/Wire, and others. As a visual artist, Perich has had solo exhibitions at bitforms gallery (NYC),
Mikrogalleriet (Copenhagen), Museo Carandente (Spoleto), The Addison Gallery (Massachusetts), Katonah Museum (New York),
Monster Truck (Dublin), LEAP (Berlin) among others, as well as group shows aound the world. His Machine Drawings, pen-onpaper drawings executed by machine, were described as "elegantly delicate" by BOMB Magazine. Perich was a featured artist at
Sonár 2010 in Barcelona, and in 2009, the Prix Ars Electronica awarded him the Award of Distinction for his composition Active
Field (for ten violins and ten-channel 1-bit music). Rhizome awarded him a 2010 commission for Microtonal Wall, an audio
installation with 1,500 speakers. Perich attended the first Bang on a Can Summer Institute in 2002. He was artist in residence at
Issue Project Room in 2008, at Mikrogalleriet in Copenhagen in 2010, at the Addison Gallery in Andover, MA and Harvestworks in
New York in Fall 2010, and at the Watermill Center in 2012. His work has received support from New York State Council on the
Arts, the American Music Center, Meet the Composer and others. He has spoken about his work and taught workshops around the
world. Perich studied math, music and computer science at Columbia University, and received a masters in from the Interactive
Telecommunications Program at Tisch School of the Arts, NYU.
The Animist Child (1994, rev. 2016) - Jerome Kitzke
“The Animist Child” is a stomp on the earth for the beginning of life; a baby born who instinctively embraces the soul inherent in
all things. It is dedicated to Bix Carl Windbiel, born June 30th, 1994. This work was written for Wendy Mae Chambers and
premiered by her on July 21st, 1994 in New York City. Originally written for a two-and-a-half octave instrument, this new edition,
first published in 2016, reflects changes I made after I began performing the piece on the subsequently more widely available
three-octave instrument. In addition to a more expanded keyboard part, this edition also has a more fleshed out vocal part,
incorporating additions and embellishments that became a part of the regular performance practice through repeated
performances I did in the mid 90’s. It is my hope that this new edition makes for a richer, more effective artistic experience. –
Jerome Kitzke
Jerome Kitzke (New York) grew up along the southwestern shore of Lake Michigan in Milwaukee. Since his first work in 1970,
he has thought himself to be as much a storyteller as he is a composer. Some of the stories are about life's personal roads, like
The Redness of Blood and Sunflower Sutra which both express the composer's love for his blood family. Many, however, like
Haunted America and The Paha Sapa Give-Back are about the roads that go looking for what it means to be an American early in
the 21st Century, especially as it relates to the connection between how we live on this land and the way we came to live on it.
Kitzke's music celebrates American Vitality in its purest forms. It thrives on the spirit of driving jazz, Plains Indian song, and Beat
Generation poetry, where freedom and ritual converge. It is direct, dramatic, and visceral — always with an ear to the sacred
ground. His music has been performed in North and South American, Europe, Asia, the Middle East and Australia by many
different ensembles and soloists, including Mr. Kitzke himself, and has been featured twice on WNYC’s New Sounds Live with
John Schaefer. Mr. Kitzke has been a fellow at the MacDowell Colony, Yaddo, the Millay Colony, the Civitella Ranieri Center, the
Copland House, the Bellagio Study and Conference Center, the Ucross Foundation, the Brush Creek Foundation, Banff, VCCA,
Djerassi and the Ledig House. In 2005, he was the Macgeorge Fellow at the University of Melbourne in Australia, where he
appeared on ABC Radio’s The Morning Show with Andrew Ford. He was a 2010 recipient of a Rockefeller Multi Arts Production
Grant for his piece, Buffalo Nation (Bison bison), commissioned by Present Music and premiered by them in April 2012. In 2013
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his 1999 CD The Character of American Sunlight was rereleased on the Innova label and his new CD The Paha Sapa Give-Back was
released on the Innova label in July 2014. Interviews of Mr. Kitzke appeared early in 2015 in New Music Box with Frank Oteri and
Fanfare Magazine with Robert Carl. In November of 2015, Tribeca New Music presented two concerts of Mr. Kitzke’s music at the
DiMenna Center for Classical Music in New York City in honor of his 60th birthday. Included was the premiere of For Pte
Tokahewin Ska, an honor piece for Kitzke’s friend, the Oglala Lakota activist Charlotte Black Elk. In the summer of 2017 the Fales
Library at NYU began archiving Mr. Kitzke’s work for their Downtown Music Collection. In October of 2017 he was a Director’s
Guest at the Civitella Ranieri Foundation in Umbria,
Italy. His music is recorded on the Innova, New World,
Starkland, and Mode labels and published by Peer
Music in New York and Hamburg.
OnomataPiano (2016) - Samara Rice
“OnomataPiano” explores the various extended sound
possibilities of the toy piano in a playful homage to the
word “onomatopoeia." An onomatopoeia is a word
formed from a sound, such as bang, knock, splat, flutter,
thud, smack, whoosh, stomp, etc. The piece is framed as
a petty competition between two toy-pianists as if they
are inventing the sounds on the spot in an effort to
outsmart their opponent. Who’s the winner? You
decide! –Samara Rice
Samara Rice (San Diego, CA) is a contemporary classical music composer, pianist, toy pianist, and educator based in Southern
California. Textural elements, unusual instrumentation, extended performance techniques, sound effects, and imagery inspiration
combine themselves to form her compositional sound. Her works have received performances and workshops from notable
ensembles such as the Southern California Brass Consortium, Constellation Men's Ensemble, Wind Up Elephant (Robert Fleitz &
Carrie Frey), Friction Quartet, Hocket, VEDA Quartet, Gnarwhallaby, Amy O'Dell, and Hannah Addario-Berry, among others. In
addition to concert works, Samara is a frequent collaborator and composer for theatre, dance, animation, and film productions.
Along with composing, Samara shares her love for music as the owner and instructor of Samara Rice Music, a thriving music
studio in Southern California. More information about Samara Rice Music is available at www.SamaraRiceMusic.com.
Samara is completing a Master of Music degree from the Bob Cole Conservatory of Music at California State University, Long
Beach. She holds a B.A. in music composition, cum laude, and with music department honors from the University of California,
San Diego. www.SamaraRice.com.
wgah’nagl fhtagn (2017) - Thomas Kotcheff
Cthulhu is a mythical sea creature of great power that lies in a death-like slumber beneath the Pacic Ocean in the sunken city of
R’lyeh. He is described as “a monster of vaguely anthropoid outline, but with an octopus-like head whose face [is] a mass of
feelers, a scaly, rubbery-looking body, prodigious claws on hind and fore feet, and long, narrow wings behind.”
At the proper time, “the secret priests [will] take great Cthulhu from his tomb to revive His subjects and resume His rule of earth.
The time would be easy to know, for then mankind would have become as the Great Old Ones; free and wild and beyond good
and evil, with laws and morals thrown aside and all men shouting and killing and revelling in joy. Then the liberated Old Ones
would teach them new ways to shout and kill and revel and enjoy themselves, and all the earth would ame with a holocaust of
ecstasy and freedom.” His worshippers chant “Ph’nglui mglw’nafh Cthulhu R’lyeh wgah’nagl fhtagn” (“In his house at R’lyeh dead
Cthulhu waits dreaming.”) –Thomas Kotcheff, with quotations from H.P. Lovecraft’s The Call of Cthulhu
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Thomas Kotcheff (Los Angeles, CA) is a composer and pianist. His compositions have been described as “truly beautiful and
inspired” (icareifyoulisten.com) and “explosive” (Gramophone magazine), and have been performed internationally by The Riot
Ensemble, wild Up, Sandbox Percussion, Trio Appassionata, the Argus Quartet, the Lyris Quartet, USC Thornton Edge, The Oberlin
Contemporary Music Ensemble, HOCKET, and the Aspen Contemporary Ensemble amongst others. Thomas has received awards
and honors from the American Academy of Arts and Letters, the Presser Foundation, the Aspen Summer Music Festival, BMI,
ASCAP, the New York Youth Symphony, the National Association of Composers USA, the American Composers Forum, and has
been a composition fellow at the Los Angeles Philharmonic’s National Composers Intensive, the Aspen Summer Music Festival
and School, the Norfolk Chamber Music Festival, and the Bennington Chamber Music Conference. As a new music pianist,
Thomas has dedicated himself to commissioning and premiering new piano works. He is the pianist and founding member of
the Los Angeles based piano duo HOCKET and he holds degrees in composition and piano performance from the Peabody
Institute and the University of Southern California. www.ThomasKotcheff.com
Arebati (2017) - Jack Van Zandt
“Arebati” grew out of my fascination with the music of the Aka Pygmies of the Congo area of Central Africa, and especially the
research of my friend, ethnomusicologist Simha Arom, who has spent a lifetime studying the subject, which he wrote about in his
monumental book, “African Polyphony and Polyrhythm.” Arebati is the Aka Pygmy god of the moon and sky, and in some tribes is
their supreme being. Addressed as afa, or “Father,” in their mythology, Arebati descended from the sky and created the first
humans by fashioning them from clay that he covered with skin, filled with blood and brought to life. The music of the Pygmies is
built on the repetition of multiple polyrhythmic phrases in differing but related tempi (often played by “hocketing,” where a line
is broken up and spread out among several instruments), and combined polyphonically into a very complex musical structure.
They can be seen as related to other influences on my work in recent years from modern science, mathematics and art—especially
fractals, strange loops, and tangled hierarchies; celestial mechanics; the artwork and theories of M.C. Escher and Paul Klee; and
writings of Beckett, Borges, and Wittgenstein. I structured my piece as a metaphor of the story of Arebati coming down to Earth
and creating humans in the form of a simplified version of his own more complex self, then returning to the sky. Like much
Pygmy music, Arebati is a ritual dance-like percussive work, built from the interaction of closely related “looping” structures, fixed
in their individual segments of space and time. –Jack Van Zandt
Jack Van Zandt (Los Angeles, CA) is a composer of music for concerts, public spaces, and gallery installations, as well as for TV,
film and advertising. He studied composition with Alexander Goehr, Peter Maxwell Davies, Thea Musgrave, Peter Racine Fricker,
and Emma Lou Diemer. His concert music has been performed in the USA and in Europe, where he lived and worked for 20 years.
His commercial music, composed in partnership with Joel Wachbrit, appears frequently on national broadcast and cable
television. He is on the board of directors of the Los Angeles chapter of the American Composers Forum, and was president
2014-17. He is an experienced music educator, and a frequent guest university lecturer, and was a Visiting Artist at CalArts during
the Spring 2017 term. His recent concert premieres include “Stoicheia: Five Etudes for Viola,” premiered by Alma Fernandez in
the 2015 Hear Now LA Festival; “Regular Division of the Plane” for two pianos, premiered by Nadia Shpachenko and Kathleen
Supové at Chapman University in 2016; “Sí an Bhrú” for piano and electronics, commissioned by Grammy-nominated pianist
Nadia Shpachenko, and premiered on the Piano Spheres Series in 2016; and TRANS for piano trio, which received its premiere at
the Hear Now Festival in Paris in December 2016. His song cycle with poet Jill Freeman, “Apples and Time Crack in October,” was
premiered at unSUNg 2017 by soprano Kirsten Ashley Wiest and pianist Nic Gerpe. Recent works with upcoming premieres
include “Stirrings Still: In Memory of Peter Maxwell Davies” for ensemble; “The Floating World” for flute, harp and viola; “Painted
Night: Three Nocturnes for Piano”; “From th’ Ethereal Skie” for orchestra; and a piece for microtuned piano, “…the rest is
silence…,” for Grammy-nominated pianist Aron Kallay. Nadia Shpachenko’s CD “Poetry of Places,” with his “Sí an Bhrú” for piano
and electronics, recorded at Skywalker Ranch, will be released on Reference Recordings in 2019.
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Igor to Please (2016) - Tom Flaherty
My lifelong admiration for Stravinsky’s music and the recent centenary celebrations of “The Rite of Spring” prompted me to base
this piece on the famous seven-note “Augurs” chord from the Rite (an unusual spacing of an Ab harmonic minor scale). In some
parts of the piece, I tried to catch some of the mystery found in the Rite, and, in others, to play with the mysterious catchiness of
its rhythm. The stage full of pianos, the jangle of the toy pianos and the bell-like sounds in the electronic part might also bring to
mind “Les Noces.” The generating “Augurs” chord in its original setting is only obliquely hinted at, but I like to think that Igor
would be pleased.“Igor to Please” exists in versions for solo piano, solo toy piano, duo piano, and this original version for two
pianos four-hands and two toy pianos, each with pre-recorded electronics. The sextet version is dedicated to Nadia Shpachenko,
Genevieve Feiwen Lee, Vicki Ray, Aron Kallay, Sarah Gibson, and Thomas Kotcheff, who premiered the piece in 2016. –Tom
Flaherty "Igor to Please" will be released in early 2018 on Nadia Shpachenko’s Reference Recordings album “Quotations and
Homages,” performed by Nadia Shpachenko and Genevieve Feiwen Lee on toy pianos, Ray-Kallay Duo (Vicki Ray and Aron Kallay)
and HOCKET (Sarah Gibson and Thomas Kotcheff) on pianos.

Figmentum

Another to Echo by Ania Sundstrom (2017)
Another to Echo is a set of lullabies written for toy piano trio. They are intended for children that are not present, not existing, not
living. Each of the lullabies explore concepts of passing, remembrance and surviving. The subjects are supported by musical
content that is distorted, deconstructed, broken, unfinished —
sometimes lightly pointing the listener towards well known
lullabies throughout the form of the piece or pitch/rhythm
content, and sometimes violently breaking it. The piece as a
whole speaks about living with and in relation to loss. (in
progress)
Sieben Miniaturen by Bernd Wiesemann (1980)
Composer and pianist Bernd Wiesemann (1938-2015) was
an early advocate for the toy piano as a serious concert
instrument. His ‘Seven Miniatures’ presented here form the
earliest of his three major suites for the toy piano. On the one
hand, every miniature is similar in that there is always an
ostinato figure set against a more melodic right hand. On the
other, each has a unique character and a quirky seriousness
that pushes back against the thought of the children’s piano as a “toy”. The first movement, ‘Grave’, is a solemn funeral march. The
following ‘Veloce’ is a light and off-kilter piece in 5/8 that provides a stark contrast to the first. The melody of the ‘Arabesque’
intertwines with the ostinato, blending the two together. ‘Rondo capriccioso’ is one again fast, with short chromatic fragments
moving in opposite directions; this is the only miniature that allows the ostinato to break in the middle before resuming. ‘Lento’
returns to the solemn character to the opening, rocking between two minor chords. ‘Mustersammlung’, or collection of patterns,
gives a great deal of freedom to the performer, who plays the ostinato like a broken, skipping music box and chooses which of
several “patterns” to play at any given time. In the final movement ‘Leyenda’, or legend, the melody gradually becomes drawn
into the ostinato, only able to break free with short grace notes. The piece then ends in a short, solemn, and non-virtuosic
cadenza, descending toward the final tremolo.
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Quiet Rhythms: Prologue and Action No. 5, by William Susman (2010)
William Susman has written four books of short piano pieces in his Quiet Rhythms series. Each of these books contains eleven
Prologues and eleven Actions in a paired structure reminiscent of Bach's Well-Tempered Klavier. The piece performed here is an
arrangement by the composer of the fifth Prelude and Action from the first book for three toy pianos. Susman's arrangement
takes full advantage of the difference in sound and character between toy and full-size pianos. The natural resonance of the toy
pianos simulate the sustain pedal called for throughout the original piece, and the trio arrangement adds a panning effect of
repeated lines moving through a stereo field. The rich overtones of the toy pianos are also emphasized through added octave and
unison pairings in the orchestration. The Prologue and Action are performed consecutively with no break. The Prologue is a quiet
and meditative canon of oscillating notes and chords built on the initial repeated notes, transformed over time through a mode
change and a bar-by-bar retrograde. The Action that follows also begins with repeated D's, but at twice the rate, triggering a much
more active and driving texture of interlocking rhythms. Where the Prologue maintains its quiet dynamic throughout, the Action
has a constant eight-bar pattern of crescendo and diminuendo that simulate a meditative breathing until the final push to the
ending.
Nobility of Homophones ii, by Olivia Kieffer (2017)
It was Easter Sunday 2015. Before the service, I had a conversation with an older gentleman in the coffee and donuts room. We
were talking about poetry. After a question of whether a line included "rows" or "rose", he laughed and said, "Ah! The nobility of
homophones!” In the original piece for soloist, which was commissioned and recorded by my close friend and longtime musical
collaborator Amy O'Dell, the performer plays 2 toy pianos at the same time; 1 in each hand. I decided to make a duet version;
performed on 30-key Schoenhut instruments, which sound an octave lower than written, and have a marvelous, clangorous
quality. I worked with my dear friend and duet partner Fredrick Tarrant, and together we shaped this piece into its duet form. Fred
and I gave the premiere on 3/16/17, at the Reinhardt Contemporary Arts Festival.
- Olivia Kieffer (used by permission)
Windhammer by Kyle Rowan (2017)
The title Windhammer is a reference to the difference ways by which the instruments are designed to produce vibrations - the
wind against the reed, the hammer against the tines. The piece begins a meditation, with the three instruments behaving as if a
single instrument despite their differences - the two toy pianos easily blending with chords of interlocking fifths, and the clarinet
forming an extension of the overtones and resonance. As the piece progresses, the parts grow more and more independent,
moving away from each other, eventually even
abandoning the control of a fully-composed score
through sections of game-like improvisation. The
resolution of the piece, then, is in finding a balance
between Oneness and Individuality.

Preston Beebe

Living Systems
Through a feedback loop system, Preston Beebe creates a
sonic landscape with drums, found objects, harmonium,
and transducers. On the surfaces of the instruments rest
contact microphones and transducers that when operated
in series produce feedback loops. Each of the instruments
have a unique acoustic characteristic according to its
shape, size, tuning, and material that act as a resonating chamber for the electronic sounds. With multiple feedback loops
happening simultaneously in harmony, they are spatialized throughout the setup, weaving and interacting with each other’s
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sound field. Feedback is not a random effect, it can be controlled and transformed. As discovered by Ernst Chladni, sound when
projected on a plate draws a series of graphical patterns on the surface. In a living feedback loop system, these sound patterns are
in constant motion. When a path of the sound pattern is muted, or a new sound is introduced, an instability occurs. Even the most
subtle alterations in the sound, timbre, or acoustical properties of the surface can cause a rupture or a harmony to form. Preston
sculpts this feedback by placing various objects at specific locations of the drum, by changing the location of the transducers, by
adding an additional transducer to the surface while building colorful percussive textures. The transducers are also used as a
vibrotactile mallet by allowing them to vibrate freely on the objects. These sounds are controlled by altering their amplitude or by
changing its placement on the object. Amidst the percussion setup lies a harmonium that hums a drone and creates a harmonic
beating. Interacting with these resonances created through the bodies of the percussion instruments results in a living feedback
loop system that grows upon itself.

James Bohn

ITFAAWBA
Super Mega Corp. in conjunction with Infotainet presents a MarketShare
Production: ITFAAWBA (In The Future All Art Will Be Advertising). Additional
funding obtained from VibraPhone (“Reach out and really touch someone!”)
and TubaGun (“The only tuba designed for hunting and home protection!”).
James Bohn exclusively wears VelourYerself Loungewear and
PlastiShoesTM, and drinks Toxico ® beverages.
E Pluribus Unum
E Pluribus Unum is a traditional thirteen letter motto for the United States of America, appearing on The Great Seal, it loosely
translates to “Out of many, one.” Bohn’s work unfolds in a similar style to Terry Riley’s famous minimalist work In C, where players
are given a score with cells (or fragments) and freely repeat these cells along side each other; the result is music that changes
with each performance, while remaining as one unit. Bohn takes this simple idea and turns it on its head, allowing performers to
play at different tempi and providing more fluid interpretations of dynamics and articulation. In many ways, Bohn’s vision of each
instrument as an individual parallels, the veritable melting pot that is the United States of America. Yet, even though the work
creates a sense of disparity between instruments and artistic voices,
there is profound symbolism in the fact that out of many sounds there
is one beautiful piece. - Elizabeth A. Baker, Festival Director
Text instructions from the composer:
Any number of performers, playing any combination of instruments
may be used in a performance of E Pluribus Unum. Each performer
may start at anytime after the performance starts, but should start with
the first fragment (the one in the upper left corner). Each performer
may play any given fragment as many time as they like, in any octave
(switching if desired), in any tempo, using any amount of rubato, and
as much silence between repetitions that they wish. Performers may
switch from one fragment to another as they see fit (stopping mid fragment if so desired), but may only switch to an adjacent
fragment (as indicated by the arrows). Depending upon the approach (noted below) taken by the ensemble, performers should
speak the phrase written next to the arrow when they change which fragment they play. Performers may pause as long as they
like when moving from fragment to fragment.Players should favor fragments from the top two lines for the first half of the
performance. Players may move from fragment to fragment independently of each other. Players need not use the same tempi
(though they may if they like). Dynamics may be improvised. Polyphonic instruments may roll chords as desired.
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